
It’s finally 
here!
Based on exclusive new  
consumer research from
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Taking a look into the new COVID-19 vaccine

With changes in consumers behaviours 
during the last few months we take a look into 
a very important topic - the COVID-19 vaccine. 

This was backed up by exclusive research 
undertaken with Ocean Outdoor’s 
consumer panel, @ The Local 

‣ In field 16th-20th November 
‣ Based on a nationally representative sample 
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Overwhelmingly positive attitudes towards vaccine

66% 
of UK consumers feel positive 
about the new COVID-19 vaccine

This increases to 78% among 
55+ and 70% among ABC1s 
and those most exposed 
to OOH



There are still some sceptics, but…

11% 
of consumers say they feel 
negative about the vaccine

When asked why they feel this 
way, a massive 63% say they 
don’t know enough about it 
and want more information, 
while 13% consider they don’t 
need it
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Reasons consumers might feel ‘negative’ about vaccine

63%
16%

13%

9%

More information to change 'negative' vaccine perceptions

I don't know enough about the vaccine and how effective it is I don't get vaccines

I don't think I need it So there is more available for people who need it more



Desire for return to normality - all time high

58% 
of consumers say the main reason they 
want to get vaccinated is to return 
back to normal as soon as possible

This increases to 73% among 
18-34s and 80% among those 
most exposed to OOH
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Reasons consumers want to get vaccinated

44%

58% 58% 59%

9%

64%

73%

64%

50% 50%

80%

50%

I am vulnerable and need the
vaccine

To feel protected / safer To return back to normal as soon as
possible

To protect those around me and
vulnerable populations

Main reasons to get vaccinated

All 18-34s OOH



Returning 
consumer 
confidence 



News about the vaccine return consumer confidence 

74% 
of consumers say just knowing there is 
vaccine being rolled out makes them  
feel more hopeful about the future

Another 69% feel more 
optimistic about going out 
more and 63% less worried 
about COVID -19
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The positive effect of knowing there is a vaccine…
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...feel better about returning back to work

...feel better about going on holiday / travelling abroad again

...feel better about going back to restaurants /bars etc

...feel safer and less worried about COVID-19

...feel better about going out more

...feel more optimistic about things returning back to normal soon

...feel more hopeful about the future

Vaccine returning consumer confidence

OOH All

“Knowing there is a vaccine and a significant proportion of the population will be 
vaccinated makes me…’’



Thank You


